
WRITING

Time for independent writing is committed 
daily 
Teacher models prompts for student 
writing and supports students with 
organizers and vocabulary 
Student work shows evidence of 
movement from planning to publishing 
through the writer's process
Students use graphic organizers to plan 
their writing 
Feedback to students is clear and recorded
Teacher meets to confer with tier 3 
students more frequently for conferencing 
Teacher may conduct scheduled writing 
conferences with small groups of 5 or less 
OR with individual writers 

Composition

Goal: Emphasize and practice varied sentence 
structure DAILY while reviewing past grammar skills.

Practice perfect with monitoring and on the spot 
feedback
 Provide students with opportunities to emulate 
mentor sentences
Review and practice past skills
Skillful use of varied sentence structures

Daily Writing Routine

Lesson introduction- LO is clear and 
aligned- explain the rationale behind the 
strategy 
Use a mentor text to highlight a grammar 
skill that is aligned to the lesson goal
Model the teacher thinking/practice for 
students
Produce anchor charts from the lesson 
that students can reference when working 
independently
Writing conventions and grammar are 
taught during this time in context of 
writing; students authentically practice the 
skill in notebook.
Use familiar exemplars with students

Grammar Lesson 30 
min

Feedback
Student writing journals show specific feedback and progress

Writing work and feedback is linked to a rubric

Teacher has conferencing notes available for quick reference

Teacher uses class data to assist with future lesson planning 

Students have opportunities to share their writing and learning

20 
min

5-10 
min

NOTES Student practice



ACE Feeder Writing Tools
Past student writing exemplar 7's and 8's are accessible and used
Grammar notebook (table of contents, grammar notes on left, authentic 
practice on right, daily writing routine section.)
ACE standard 4 paragraph composition organizer
Students have access to, and regularly use, rubrics
Student writing portfolios with evidence of progress through the writing 
process, and evidence of student improvement as a result of feedback
Walls showcase anchor charts and writing tools
Model exemplar student work regularly throughout the lesson using the 
'show call' technique (Teach Like a Champion)
Students have access to individualized spelling lists and writing goals
Use ACE feedback stems to provide specific and targeted feedback

Daily Sentence 
Structures 

Simple sentences: "We will 
accelerate writing this year."
Compound predicates: "We 
will accelerate writing and 
grow our reading."
Compound sentence: "We will 
accelerate our writing, and 
we will grow our reading."
Complex sentence: "As we 
grow in our reading, we will 
also accelerate our writing."

Composition BIG 10 Skills 
On topic/ Controlling central idea
Interesting introductions
Strong conclusions
Purposeful transitions
Strong personal connections
Use of imagery and figurative 
language
Limiting redundant and extraneous 
information
Include meaningful details
Use varied sentence structures
Strong and purposeful word choice


